Abstract: Artificial fish swarm algorithm (AFSA) is one of the state-of-the-art swarm intelligence algorithms that is widely used for optimization purposes in static environments. However, numerous real-world problems are dynamic and uncertain, which could not be solved using static approaches. The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, a novel AFSA algorithm, so called NAFSA, has been proposed in order to eliminate weak points of standard AFSA and increase convergence speed of the algorithm. Second, a Multi-Swam algorithm based on NAFSA (mNAFSA) was presented to conquer particular challenges of dynamic environment by proposing several novel mechanism including particularly modified multi-swarm mechanism for finding and covering potential optimum peaks and diversity increase mechanism which is applied after detecting an environment change. The proposed approaches have been evaluated on moving peak benchmark, which is the most prominent benchmark in this domain. This benchmark involves several parameters in order to simulate different configurations of dynamic environments. Extensive experiments show that the proposed algorithm significantly outperforms previous algorithms in most of tested dynamic environments modeled by moving peaks benchmark.
INTRODUCTION
Optimization plays a major role in business and engineering domains. It is also the heart of many processes that take place in nature. Optimization problems include many simple routine problems such as choosing the best path to destination, as well as very complex industrial controls. In fact, in many optimization problems, the best result is sought while spending the least amount of cost. In order to solve optimization problems, a cost function is normally designed first. Then, the goal is to find the input parameters that minimize the cost function by use of mathematical or intelligent methods. When optimization problems are too complex, using mathematical methods becomes extremely difficult or even impossible. For such problems, intelligent methods adopted from nature can be used. Optimization problems can be categorized according to different criteria. One criterion is whether the optimization problem is static or dynamic. In problems with static environments, the problem remains unchanged in the course of time, whereas in dynamic problems, the problem changes over time. Since many real-world problems have parameters that are time-variant, it can be concluded that optimization in dynamic environments is of paramount importance. However, dynamic factors have been ignored in most of the research conducted so far on optimization. This causes the solutions to get distant from those usable in the real world. For instance, the job scheduling problem may be pointed out. In this problem, the goal is to find the best order of carrying out n independent tasks on m sources, in a manner that the completion time of all of the tasks is minimized. Different types of dynamicity may be observed in these problems that have been overlooked by considering the problem as a static one. Introduction of a new job to the system while jobs are being performed, failure of a resource during operation, addition of a resource after repair, etc. are instances of changes that may occur to the system. In view of the importance of optimization in dynamic environments, numerous researchers and scientists attempt nowadays to design algorithms for solving these problems [8] . Optimization problems in dynamic environments are defined as follows in more scientific terms: "Given a dynamic problem f t , an optimization algorithm G to solve f t , and a given optimization period [ end ] the underlying fitness landscape that G uses to represent f t changes and G has to react to this change by providing new optimal solutions." [32] . In the recent decade, using evolutionary algorithms and swarm intelligence for optimization in dynamic environments has become the focus of attention of many researchers in the field of machine learning and artificial intelligence. The reason behind this attention may be found in the nature of these methods, their path of evolution, and their adaptability when facing changes in the environment. However, designing optimization algorithms in dynamic environments faces many challenges that require new algorithms. As a matter of fact, except for the fact that the algorithm should be able to find optimum position(s) in dynamic environments, it should also be able to track them. Resolving existing challenges in DOPs, improvement of results, and reduction of computational costs are the most important goals in designing optimization problems in dynamic environments.
Artificial fish swarm algorithm (AFSA) is one of the algorithms inspired both from the nature and swarm intelligence algorithms. AFSA was presented by Li Xiao Lei in 2002 [1] . This algorithm is an approach based on swarm behaviors that was inspired from social behaviors of fish swarm in the nature. This algorithm has some characteristics such as high convergence rate, insensibility to initial values, flexibility and high fault tolerance. AFSA has been utilized in optimization applications e.g. PID controller parameters setting [2] , multi-objective optimization [3] , global optimization [4] , neural network learning [5] , data clustering [6] , color quantization [7] and etc. In this paper, a modified AFSA is proposed for optimization in dynamic environments. All requirements of dynamic environments were satisfied in the proposed algorithm. In this algorithm, first, a novel model of AFSA (NAFSA) has been presented to increase convergence speed of the algorithm. The basic behaviors of standard AFSA which are corresponded to artificial fish movements along with their procedures involve several weak points that will be discussed in section 3.3. These behaviors are considerably modified in NAFSA in order to solve the weak points and improve algorithm efficiency. Furthermore, some parameters are eliminated and several supplementary parameters are added and the overall procedure of AFSA is modified. Subsequently after designing NAFSA, it is extended to conquer particular challenges of dynamic environment including outdated memory, diversity losing and covering several potential optimum peaks. The proposed dynamic optimization algorithm which is called mNAFSA, is a multi-swarm algorithm based on NAFSA which involves several mechanisms to conquer the challenges. Modified multi-swarm mechanism for finding and covering potential optimum peaks and new diversity increase mechanism which is applied after detecting an environment change are amongst the proposed mechanisms. Another novel mechanism has been employed in the proposed algorithm which is sleepingawakening. In this mechanism, the swarms placed on non-best peaks are slept after approaching to the new position of the peak (after an environment change). This issue leads to more time for the swarm which is placed on the best peak in the current environment in order to perform a better exploitation. The proposed algorithm has been applied on different configurations of moving peaks benchmark (MPB) [11, 12] which is one of the most well-known problems for dynamic environments. Several researchers [9, 10, [17] [18] [19] 23, 24, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] used MPB to test their algorithms, so it is a good test suited for a fair comparison of different dynamic optimization algorithms. The performance of the proposed algorithm is compared with ten other algorithms which were presented for optimizing MPB. The comparison metrics is offline_error which is the main metric in this domain. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm has an appropriate efficiency. This paper is organized as follows: Section two is dedicated to review the related work. In Section Three, the standard artificial fish swarm algorithm is discussed and subsequently, the modification of the algorithm for optimization in dynamic environments is proposed in the next section. Experimental study is investigated in Section Five and Section Six concludes the paper.
RELATED WORK
Multi-swarm is considered as a well-known solution for designing DOPs. Several algorithms for DOPs based on multi-swarm approach have been proposed in the literature. In [33] , a method called Shifting Balance Genetic Algorithm (SBGA) has been proposed in which a number of small subpopulations were responsible for global search in the problem space, and a large subpopulation was responsible for tracking the peaks. Another approach was presented in [34] called Self Organizing Scouts (SOS), which utilized a big subpopulation for global search and a number of small subpopulations for tracking changes. This strategy has also been proposed with other metaheuristic methods such as Genetic Algorithm in [35] and Differential Evolution in [36] . In [23] and [19] , two methods similar to SOS were proposed, respectively called fast multi-swarm optimization (FMSO) and multi-swarm optimization algorithm (MPSO), in which a parent type explored the search space to discover existing promising areas in the environment, and a series of child types performed local search. Another approach was to use a population for both local search and global search simultaneously. In [37] , a population was used for performing global search, and after discovering an optimum, the population was divided into two subpopulations. The first and second subpopulations were responsible for tracking optimum changes and conducting global search, respectively. In [38] [39] [40] a speciation-based PSO approach was proposed for optimization in dynamic environments. [38] describes an extension to a speciation-based particle swarm optimizer to improve performance in dynamic environments. [39] proposes an improved particle swarm optimizer using the notion of species to determine its neighborhood best values for solving multimodal optimization problems and for tracking multiple optima in a dynamic environment. In [40] , a form of speciation allowing development of parallel subpopulations is used. The model employs a mechanism to encourage simultaneous tracking of multiple peaks by preventing overcrowding at peaks. Also in [22] , a regression-based approach (RSPSO) was presented in order to enhance the convergence rate using speciation-based methods. In that approach, every subpopulation was considered as a hypersphere and was developed through a certain radius of the best solution. In [21] , a method called multi-strategy ensemble particle swarm optimization (MEPSO) was proposed in which every cluster was divided into two. The first cluster was responsible for exploitation and the second one was in charge of exploration. In that research, Gaussian local search and differential mutation have been used in order to improve diversity in the environment. The proposed algorithm in [41] , employs hierarchical clustering method to track multiple peaks based on a nearest neighbor search strategy. A fast local search method is also proposed to find the near optimal solutions in a local promising region in the search space. In [30] , the proposed method in [41] has been improved, in which some simplifications, e.g. eliminating the learning procedure, and reducing the number of phases for clustering from two phases to only one phase were made. In [9] , two multi-population methods, called MQSO and MCPSO, were proposed. In the former one, quantum particles and in the latter one, charged particles were used to generate diversity. The number of solutions in this technique was equal for every subpopulation, and the number of subpopulations was also initialized. In [10] , an approach for enhancing this method was proposed by adapting the number of subpopulations, which was called adaptive MQSO (AMQSO). It has significantly improved the performance of the algorithm. Finally, a method called PSO with composite particles (PSO-CP) was presented in [24] , to address dynamic optimization problems. PSO-CP partitions the swarm into a set of composite particles based on their similarity using a "worst first" principle. Inspired by the composite particle phenomenon in physics, the elementary members in each composite particle interact via a velocityanisotropic reflection scheme to integrate valuable information for effectively and rapidly finding the promising optima in the search space. Each composite particle maintains the diversity by a scattering operator.
ARTIFICIAL FISH SWARM ALGORITHM

BASIC AFSA ALGORITHM
In biology, an aggregation of fish is the general term for any collection of fish that have gathered together in some locality. Fish aggregations can be structured or unstructured. An unstructured aggregation might be a group of mixed species and sizes that have gathered randomly near some local resource, such as food or nesting sites. If the aggregation comes together in an interactive, social way, they are said to be shoaling. Although shoaling fish can be related to each other in a loose way, with each fish swimming and foraging somewhat independently, they are nonetheless aware of the other members of the group as shown by the way they adjust behavior such as swimming, so as to remain close to the other fish in the group. Shoaling groups can include fish of disparate sizes and can include mixed-species subgroups. If, as a further addition, the shoal becomes more tightly organized, with the fish synchronizing their swimming so they all move at the same speed and in the same direction, then the fish are said to be schooling. Schooling fish are usually of the same species and the same age/size. Fish schools move with the individual members precisely spaced from each other. The schools undertake complicated maneuvers, as though the schools have minds of their own. Many hypotheses to explain the function of schooling have been suggested, such as better orientation, synchronized hunting, predator confusion, finding more food, and reduced risk of being found. AFSA is one of the swarm intelligence methods and evolutionary optimization techniques, which was proposed by Lei et al. [1] . The framework of this algorithm is based on functions that are inspired from social behaviors of fish schools in the nature. In this algorithm, there are four functions inspired from fish behaviors in fish swarms. The first function is free-move behavior: in nature, when fish do not prey, they move freely in the swarm. The second function is prey behavior: naturally, every fish looks for its prey independently by means of its senses. These senses are mostly sense of vision, smell and available sensors on their bodies. In AFSA, the area where an artificial fish can sense a prey is modeled as a neighborhood with a Visualsized radius. The next function is follow behavior: in fish swarm, when a fish finds food, other swarm members also go after it to reach the food. The last function is swarm behavior: in nature, to be secure from hunters, fish always try to be in the swarm and not to leave it. In the underwater world, a fish can find areas that have more food, which is done through individual or swarm search by the fish. According to this characteristic, an artificial fish (AF) model is represented by four mentioned behaviors. AFs search the problem space by these behaviors. The environment, where an AF lives, is essentially the solution space and other AFs domain. Food consistency degree in the water area is AFSA objective function. Finally, AFs reach to a point where its food consistency degree is maxima (global optimum).
As it is observed in Figure 1 , AF perceives external concepts with a sense of sight. The current position of an AF is shown by vector X=(x 1 , x 2 , …,x n ). The Visual is equal to sight field of the AF and X v is a position in Visual where the AF wants to go. Then if X v has better food consistency than the current position of AF, it goes one step toward X v which causes change in the AF position from X to X next , but if the current position of AF is better than X v , it continues searching in its Visual area. Food consistency in position X is fitness value of this position and is shown with f(X). The
Step is equal to the maximum length of the movement. The distance between two AFs which are in X i and X j positions is shown by Dis i,j =|| X i -X j || (Euclidean distance) that is computed by Eq. (1):
Several parameters have been involved in AFSA. These Parameters are X (position vector of AF),
Step (maximum length of step by which an AF can be moved), Visual (The range in which an AF can explore), try_number (the maximum number of tries that an AF explore around itself for finding better positions), bulletin (A memory for keeping the best ever found position of AFs) and crowd factor δ (0<δ<1) (A control parameter to control AFs' crowd around a position) In each step of the optimization process, AF looks for locations with better fitness values in the problem search space by performing these behaviors based on the algorithm procedure. In the following, the behaviors of AFSA will be discussed.
3.1.1
Free-move behavior
In AFSA, when an AF can't move toward a place with more food, it moves a random step in the problem space by Eq. (2): 
Prey behavior
If X i is the current position of AF i, we choose position X j in the Visual of AF i randomly. f(X) is the food consistency in position X or its fitness value. Position X j is given by Eq. (3):
Then food density in X i is compared with the that of the current position, if f(X i ) ≥ f(X j ), AF i moves forward a step from its current position to X j , which is done by Eq. (4):
Rand
Step Dis
X i is a D-dimensional vector and Dis i,j is the Euclidean distance between vectors X i and X j . X j -X i generates a transfer vector from X i to X j and when divided by Dis i,j , a vector with unit length is created from X i toward X j . Here, Rand function generates a random number which causes AF i to move as much as a random percent of Step toward position X j . Nevertheless, if f(X i ) < f(X j ), we choose another position X i by Eq. (3) and evaluate its food density to understand whether forward condition is satisfied or not. If after try_number times AF does not succeed in satisfying forward condition, the concerned AF performs free-move behavior and moves a step in the problem space randomly.
3.1.3
Swarm behavior
In AFSA, in order to keep swarm generality, in each of the iterations, AFs try to move toward a central position. A central position of swarm is given by Eq. (5):
As it is seen in Eq. 
Rand
If n c = 0 or the condition of moving toward the central position is not satisfied, prey behavior is performed for AF i.
Follow behavior
If X i is the current position of AF i, it checks neighbor X n , if n n is the number of AFs in the Visual of AF n, if f(X n ) ≤ f(X i ) and δ>(n n /N), i.e. position X n has a better food consistency than the current position of AF i and population density in its neighborhood is not much, therefore AF i moves one step toward AF by Eq. (7):
Rand
If AF i has no neighbors or none of its neighbors satisfy following condition, prey behavior would be performed for AF i.
AFSA performs the optimization process iteratively by means of functions described as its behaviors, and the algorithm factors or AFs try to get closer to our objectives by executing these functions. For AFs, prey and free-move behaviors are the individual ones and follow and swarm behaviors are group behaviors. Prey behavior would be performed if an AF can't move to a better position by executing follow behavior and/or swarm behavior, and free-move behavior is performed if an AF isnot successful in finding a better position by performing prey behavior. Indeed, prey and free-move behaviors are not performed independently by AFs and are only performed when an AF couldn't move to a better position by follow and swarm behaviors. In AFSA, in each step of the optimization process, all AFs pass the same procedure in parallel. Let the position of AF i at time t be X i (t). AF i performs follow behavior at position X i (t) once, which leads to obtain position X i,Follow . After executing the follow behavior, AF i performs swarm behavior from that position X i (t) and it leads to obtain position X i,Swarm . After performing both follow and swarm behaviors that were done with respect to X i (t), the next position of AF i (X i (t+1)) is obtained by Eq. (8):
In AFSA, a bulletin is used for recording the best position that has been found so far by all swarm members. In each of the iterations, after performing AFSA's behaviors by all AFs and transferring them to new positions, the fitness value of the best AF is compared with the recorded position on the bulletin. If fitness value of the best AF is better than the recorded position on the bulletin, the position of the best AF is recorded as the best found position so far. Standard AFSA pseudo code is shown in Figure 2 . In this pseudo code, prey and free-move behaviors were considered as a part of swarm and follow behaviors. That is, if an AF could not perform successfully a swarm or follow behavior, it would perform prey behavior and if could not reach a better position by executing this behavior, it would perform free move behavior.
COMPARISON BETWEEN AFSA AND PSO
As it was mentioned, AFSA belongs to swarm intelligence algorithms. Among swarm intelligence algorithms, there are other algorithms which resemble AFSA. Particle swarm optimization is one of the most straight-forward and popular swarm intelligence algorithms [13] whose applications could be the same as those of AFSA. Many versions of this algorithm have been represented by researchers so far [14] . In the following, similarities and differences of AFSA and PSO will be studied. It should be noted that the contents of this section are due to various researches and experiments done on different versions of these two algorithms.
Since both algorithms belong to swarm intelligence algorithms, there is a population of agents in them that compose together a swarm. Members of these swarms cooperate with each other to reach a common objective and their interactions with each other lead to creating a general behavior among them. Both PSO and AFSA algorithms work based on random search and probability rules. In fact particles or AFs are distributed in the problem space randomly and after that their motions are also completely dependent on numbers generated randomly. First, it may be seen that these two algorithms are similar to each other or AFSA is one of PSO versions, but the instruction of these two algorithms and the type of motion of swarm members in them are fundamentally different. In a different manner of AFSA, various versions of PSO have been presented until now, but in all of them, the framework of PSO has been kept and has not been changed. According to various studies we have done on PSO and AFSA algorithms, the biggest difference between them is the motion difference of particles and AFs. In PSO, particles are completely dependent to their previous experience and to the swarm previous experience for the next motion.
On the basis of PSO procedure, to determine a particle's next position, every particle needs (a) the best position that has been experienced so far, (b) the best position that all members of the swarm have experienced so far, (c) the previous velocity that was the displacement vector of its previous motion and (d) its current place, and it doesn't need the current position of other swarm particles. However, in AFSA, AFs do not use their previous experiences and other swarm members' experiences, and also their previous motion for determining their next position at all. Indeed, according to equations (2)- (7), for determining the next position, AFs depend on their current position and other swarm members.
WEAK POINTS OF STANDARD AFSA
In this section, on the basis of various executions of experiments on AFSA, we will study the weak points of standard AFSA:
Not using previous experiences of AFs in the optimization process
In standard AFSA, the best position that has been found so far is always recorded on the bulletin. The reason of using the bulletin in AFSA is that even an AF that has found the best position so far, can lose its position in the next iteration by performing free-move behavior and be involved in a worse position. Therefore, AFs lose their concentration on the current best found position. Consequently, AFs are not capable of doing an acceptable local search in the surroundings of the currently best found position to find better positions. Therefore, the local search ability of AFs decreases. AFs in AFSA do not use the best recorded position on the bulletin for their next motions. This is a considerable weak point in AFSA because the best result found by the swarm so far is not applied for improving swarm member positions. Therefore, the convergence rate of AFSA decreases.
3.3.2
Non Existence of balance between global search and local search abilities
In AFSA, AFs search the problem space by performing AFSA's behaviors in their Visual space. Also, AFs move toward their goal based on a random percentage of Step in each iteration. Setting the initial value for Visual and Step parameters has a considerable effect on the quality of the final result, because the values of these two parameters remain fixed and are equal to their initial value until the end of the algorithm execution. If we consider the large initial value for these two parameters, AFs can move faster toward the goal since they can search a larger space around themselves and move with larger
Step lengths in each iteration. In this condition, largeness of Visual parameter leads to increasing in the search boundary of AFs and they can search further distances that makes them search spaces out of local optimums that they are trapped in and consequently get out of there.
However, large values of Visual and
Step parameters have some disadvantages. In this case, the local search ability of AFs decreases. In fact, the algorithm performs the global search well but after reaching near the goal, AFs are unable to do an acceptable local search, because in this situation Visual parameter value is larger than the space where AF should search. Therefore the probability of finding positions with a better fitness decreases. Also because of a large
Step, AFs may pass the global optimum after reaching near it and even go further than that which leads to a decreased accuracy and stability of the algorithm. If we consider small values for these two parameters, the algorithm can perform an acceptable local search, but in this case, AFs move slowly toward the goal and their ability to pass local optimums decreases. Therefore, the global search ability of the algorithm would decrease. As a result, by adjusting the initial values of Visual and Step parameters, AFs are able to do just one of the global or local search tasks acceptably.
3.3.3
Wasting computations, high complexity
In AFSA optimization process, as discussed in subsection2, in each of the iterations, swarm and follow behaviors are performed for each AF independently. After that, at the end of each iteration, the new position of an AF is determined regarding one of these two behaviors, which has a better result. But considerable computational load is consumed for executing both behaviors and just one of them influences on determining the new position of AFs. Therefore, consumed computational load for performing one of these behaviors has no effect on the motion of AF and it is wasted. One of the most important criteria for comparing the optimization algorithms is comparing the achieved results on the basis of the number of fitness evaluations, which is equal to the number of times that the optimization algorithm has evaluated the fitness function value in the optimization process. Since calculating cost functions in real-world problems is the most complex stage in optimization process, the number of fitness evaluations required by the algorithm for convergence is one of the prominent metric to evaluate the speed of optimization algorithms.
In term of this criterion, AFSA cannot compete with other similar algorithms .AFSA has high computational complexity. All neighbors of AFs have to be specified for follow behavior execution. For this reason, Euclidean distances between all AFs have to be computed. Therefore, a huge computational load occurs in each of the iterations. Also, in the best situation, every AF performs two fitness evaluations for follow and swarm behaviors in a single iteration and this number, in the worst case, could reach to 2×(try_number + 1) times.
3.3.4
Weak points of AFSA's parameters
In AFSA, AFs in each of their motions displace maximally as long as their
Step. Parameter value of
Step is equal or less than the Visual value. In prey and follow behaviors, AFs move toward a position in their Visual as much as a random percentage of Step parameter by Eq. (4) and Eq. (7). But in this situation, AFs may go to a position where it is unwanted. For example, suppose the Euclidean distance between the destination position and the current position of AF to be 2, and the parameter value of
Step to be 10. The random generated number by Rand function in Eq. (4) and Eq. (7) is, however, larger than 2, meaning that the AF gets further from the goal position. Crowd factor parameter is for controlling the swarm diversity. Smaller values of this parameter cause maintaining a distance between AFs and bigger values of it cause the distance between them to decrease. Note that the distance between AFs or swarm density has considerable influence on global and local search abilities. Although the adjustment of global search and local search ability highly depend on determining the Visual and Step parameters value, crowd factor value is also effective on that. In general, specifying an appropriate initial value for crowd factor, Visual and
Step parameters is very difficult for various applications and the final result is highly dependent on these parameters values. According to these conditions, solving problems requiring both high global search ability and high local search ability with standard AFSA is very difficult or even impossible.
MODIFYING AFSA FOR DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENTS
In this section, first, an improved version of AFSA algorithm is presented. Then a novel algorithm based on the previous one is proposed for optimization in dynamic environments.
NEW AFSA ALGORITHM (NAFSA)
In this subsection, a new algorithm based on artificial fish swarm algorithm is presented for optimization in dynamic environments. In new AFSA algorithm, parameters, behaviors and AFSA procedure are modified to be appropriate for optimization in dynamic environments. In this algorithm, several fundamental modifications have been performed on prey, follow and swarm behaviors. The reason to perform these changes is to adapt AFSA for working in dynamic environments and remove its weaknesses. In the following, the behaviors of NAFSA will be discussed.
New_Prey behavior
This behavior is an individual behavior and each AF performs it without considering other swarm members. Along performing this behavior, each AF does a local search around itself. By performing this behavior each AF attempts try_number times to be replaced to a new position with a better fitness. Let suppose AF i is in position X i and wants to execute prey behavior. Steps a and b are performed try_number times. By executing the above steps, in the best case, an AF can update its position at most try_number times and move toward better positions. In the worst case, none of an AF attempts to find a better position will be successful. Therefore, after performing new_prey behavior in this situation, there will be no replacement at all.
4.1.2
New_Swarm behavior
This function is a group behavior as well and is performed globally among members of the swarm. In new_swarm behavior, first of all, the central position of the swarm is calculated in terms of arithmetic average of all swarm members position in every dimension. The central position of the swarm X center is obtained by Eq. 
Eq. (5) is used for all AFs that have worse positions than the central position so they move toward X Center . But for the best AF locating in X Best , if the fitness value of X Center is better than X Best , the next position of the best AF is obtained by Eq. (12):
In NAFSA algorithm, Eq. (11) is not used for relocating the best AF. This issue is due to the possibility of existing worse positions between source and destination in Eq. (11), based on the structure of the problem. In this situation, it is possible that the AF which performs Eq. (11) moves to another position with worst fitness value. Thus, to retain the best position, Eq. (12) is utilized for relocating the best AF. Therefore, it may cause all members of the swarm to lose the best position found so far. This problem is removed by using Eq. (12) for the best AF. The reason for not using of Eq. (12) for all AFs is that changing the position of swarm fish to a similar position leads to an extreme decreasing diversity of the swarm and a considerable decrease of convergence rate.
4.1.3
New_Follow behavior
In case of lack of finding better positions in performing standard prey behavior, AFs in Standard AFSA move one step randomly and lose their previous position. But, as it was discussed, if an AF is not able to move to better positions in new_prey behavior in NAFSA, it would not move at all and will keep its previous position. This causes the best AF(according to fitness value) of swarm to locate in the best found position by the swarm member so far. The reason is that in prey behavior in NAFSA, an AF displaces if only it moves to a better position. In follow behavior, each AF moves one step toward the best AF in the swarm using Eq. (13):
X i is the position vector of AF i which performs new_follow behavior and X best is the position vector of the best AF in the swarm.Therefore, AF i moves at most to the Visual extent in each dimension toward the best AF in the swarm. In fact, after finding more food by a fish, other swarm members follow it to reach more food. Following the best AF in the swarm causes the convergence rate to increase and helps to keep integrity of AFs in a swarm. This behavior is a group behavior and interactions between swarm members are done globally. In NAFSA algorithm, by performing new_prey, new_follow and new_swarm behaviors, AFs try to find better positions.
NAFSA Procedure
In NAFSA, for every AF, new_prey, new_follow and new_swarm behaviors are performed in each iteration. In Standard AFSA, executing one of the standard swarm and standard follow behaviors did not affect AFs movement and a huge amount of computations were wasted. In NAFSA, in a different manner of standard AFSA, all three behaviors influence the movement of AFs and the swarm moves toward better positions. In NAFSA, first all AFs perform new_prey behavior and their positions are updated based on this behavior procedure. By executing this behavior, every AF can displace up to try_number times. Subsequently, all AFs perform new_follow behavior, based on their new positions and the best AF of the swarm. Then each AF performs new_swarm behavior. By performing new_swarm behavior, AFs which are apart from swarm and are located in worse positions than other swarm members, can join the swarm faster. In fact, this behavior results in a faster movement of AFs which are in worse positions. As a result of performing this behavior, the convergence rate would increase and unlike new_follow behavior, it can cause position improvement of the best AF.
At the end of each iteration of performing NAFSA algorithm, Visual value is updated for AFs. According to various experiments done on AFSA, it is concluded that big value of Visual parameter leads to increasing the convergence rate, since AFs move with larger steps. But when the swarm converges, AFs are not able to do an acceptable local search, due to this fact that after convergence, the space which has to be searched for better positions becomes smaller and AFs with a large Visual would have less chance to reach better positions by performing new_prey behavior. On the other hand, if Visual is small, the local search ability increases but because of small move steps, the convergence rate decreases drastically. Thus, it can be concluded that the best condition is that at first Visual should be large so AFs converge fast to their goals. Along with converging of the swarm to the goal, Visual value has to decrease gradually so at last AFs with a small Visual could reach acceptable results by doing an appropriate local search. For this reason, Visual value has to be multiplied by a number less than one in each iteration. We can use various mechanisms to determine this number. In this paper, a specified random number generator function is used as following:
In Eq. (14),in each iteration, Visual is obtained randomly based on its value at the previous iteration. NAFSA pseudo code is represented in Figure 3 . Here we suppose the optimization problem is a maximizing problem.
4.1.5
Comparison between AFSA and NAFSA In this subsection, standard AFSA and NAFSA algorithms are compared and their differences are investigated. First, these two algorithms are compared from the perspective of computational load and complexity. As it was mentioned before, for performing follow behavior in standard AFSA, Euclidean distance of all AFs from each other must be calculated which leads to high computational complexity, where new-follow behavior is NAFSA has not such complexity. Similarly, there is great deal of difference between computational complexity of Swarm behavior in standard AFSA and new-swarm behavior is NAFSA. In order to perform swarm behavior in standard AFSA, Euclidean distance of all AFs from the central point must be calculated in order to measure crowd factor around central position which leads to high computational complexity. For comparing prey and new_pray behaviors, it must be noted that in AFSA both Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) are performed one time in the best case and Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) are perfomed try_number times and one time, respectively, in the worst case. On the other hand, new_pray structure is completely different than prey, where an AF can improve its position try_number times. However, it seems that comparing complexity of prey and new_pray behaviors is related to dimensions and fitness function complexity in different problems, so such comparison cannot be generally done, without considering the type of the problem.
From different viewpoint, AFSA and NAFSA have a major difference in their iterations. In AFSA, follow and swarm behaviors are performed simultaneously, and prey behavior is performed in case of failure any of them. Finally, after calculating result, the obtained position is accepted by either follow or swarm behaviors. On the other hand, new_follow, new_swarm and new_prey behaviors are respectively performed in NAFSA by all AFs in order to improve their positions. In addition, in NAFSA, a number of parameters i.e. crowd factor, step and free-move are eliminated, compared to standard AFSA. As it was mentioned in section 3.3.4, step parameter has some disadvantages. In NAFSA, Eq. (10) is used for relocation in new_pray behavior. Also, since the goals in new-follow and new-swarm behaviors are out of visual of AFs, visual parameter is used as the maximum step in Eq. (11) and Eq. (13) . By eliminating crowd factor and the related conditions in NAFSA, local search ability is improved and computational complexity is reduced. However, the global search ability of the algorithm is reduced, where this problem is solved by proposing the multi-swarm algorithm.
MULTI-SWARM NAFSA (MNAFSA)
In most dynamic problems, when there are more than one peak in the problem space, each peak can be modified into global optima after the environment change. Hence, all peaks have to be covered by AFs as much as possible so that if each of them transforms into global optima, the algorithm could find it fast. Thus, one swarm should be located at each peak and cover it. So, multi-swarm has to be used in mNAFSA and each swarm acts independently from other swarms and does according to NAFSA procedure. In this paper, at the beginning, there is only one swarm in the problem space. If the swarm converges to a peak, another swarm is generated in the problem space. A swarm has converged when the best AF position is almost constant after a number of iterations in the problem space. It means Euclidean distance of the current position of the best AF from its position in some previous iterations will be less than a specified amount. In mNAFSA, whenever all swarms have converged, a new swarm is generated in the problem space and starts searching. If the recently generated swarm converges to a peak which is covered by another swarm, a race condition occurs. In this condition, the swarm which has a better best AF, according to the fitness value, continues its activity and the loser will be expelled and re-initialized. The new generated swarm would converge to a covered peak by another swarm when Euclidean distance of the best AF position of the newly generated swarm from the best AF position in one of the other swarms in the problem space is less than a specified value r excl . Thereafter, any newly generated swarm has a chance to converge to a peak where no other swarms have resided yet. But if it converges to a covered peak, with a high probability it will be reinitialized. It is because the probability of being placed in a better position than a previously residing swarm is very low. If the new swarm converges to an empty peak which is not covered by any swarms yet, another swarm will be generated in the problem space. Therefore, the number of available swarms in the problem space is always one more than the number of found peaks in the problem space. This mechanism of generating new swarms is similar to [10] which was presented for PSO, but with some modifications in it. To discover change in the environment, the best artificial fish of each swarm must be evaluated at the end of each iteration. In case that any changes in the obtained values, compared to the stored ones, the environment has been changed [9, 10] . After detecting change in the environment, the problem of diversity reduction has to be resolved first. Indeed, when a swarm converges to a point, the distance of AFs decreases considerably from each other and the diversity in swarm decreases too much, as well. As a result, after the environment change, AFs cannot take advantage of follow and swarm behaviors because the distance of artificial fish from each other has decreased too much. To resolve this issue, after detecting change in the environment, the best artificial fish position of the swarm is kept for converged swarms and other AFs of that swarm are distributed randomly in a ddimensional ball around the best AF position of the swarm. Radius of this d-dimensional ball in each dimension is determined in terms of Shift Severity of peaks in MPB since it is expected that a new peak position will be placed in a d-dimensional ball with the center of the previous peak position before the environment change. Also, Visual has decreased with respect to the space where the swarm has to search for better positions by using Eq. (9). Thus, after detecting an environment change, Visual value should be determined in terms of Shift Severity. Consequently, the new peak position would be in the searching neighborhood of AFs and they can move fast toward it. For a swarm that has not converged, there is no need to change the position of AFs because diversity has not been lost but its Visual value must adjust equal to its initial value to avoid reducing the convergence rate. The value of Shift Severity is the maximum of the amount of peaks' movements in the problem space. Since there is no prior knowledge about this value in real-world problems, the algorithm needs to calculate it during the optimization process. For this reason, we could use the movement's position of the best AF in its swarm in two consecutive environment changes. It is worth to note that a default value is used for the first change in the environment (1 seems to be sufficient in simulations) and so, Shift Severity value can be calculated after the second change. After adjusting Visual and determining AFs positions, their fitness values are reevaluated to remove outdated memory. Then, the algorithm continues searching in the new environment. In mNAFSA, there is no global relation among swarms and swarms do not use other swarms information and only there exists a local relation across swarms whose Euclidean distance between their best artificial fish is less than r excl . In order to improve the efficiency of the algorithm, a novel sleeping-awakening mechanism has been added to the algorithm. After the environment change, every swarm moves toward the peak where it is placed by performing a exploitation. Among the swarms, this task is much more important for the swarm placed near the highest peak. In fact, the value of the Current Error is determined according the results of the swarm whose Best_AF fitness value is better than the rest of the swarms. Therefore, other swarms do not contribute to determining the result in the current environment, but performing a local search is important for them as well. If these swarms do not perform a local search, their distances from their peaks may increase after several environment changes and peak relocations, and they may even lose it. As a result, performing a local search is essential for all swarms after the environment change. To improve performance and to give more chance for the swarm nearest to the highest peak, a sleeping-awakening mechanism is used for swarms in the proposed algorithm. In this mechanism, the swarms can have two different states of sleeping and awakening. The awake swarm is the swarm whose AFs exist in the problem space and evaluate fitness in the search process, and whose particles relocate in every iteration of the algorithm execution. The asleep swarm is the swarm whose AFs exist in the problem space, but they do not move and do not perform fitness evaluation. In this mechanism, all swarms are awakened after each environment change, and they perform the optimization process. As discussed earlier, the active swarms placed at non-optimum peaks should perform a local search after each environment change so as not to increase their distance from their covered peaks. However, continuing the local search for improving accuracy, after drawing near their peaks, is not helpful for these swarms and has no effect on the algorithm outcome. Therefore, as soon as a swarm residing at a non-optimum peak gets close to its goal, it is asleep. By applying this mechanism, after active tracker swarms placed at non-optimum peaks in the current environment have reached their goals, they are asleep and they stop fitness evaluation until the next environment change. So a considerable number of ineffective fitness evaluations are eliminated and this time could be used to give more chances to the swarm placed at the global optimum peak. Therefore, it leads to performing more local searches in the neighborhood of the global optimum position, which results in an improvement in performance and accuracy of the algorithm. In order to determine the time of sleeping for swarms in the problem space, r sleep parameter has been used. For this reason, if the Euclidean distance of all artificial fishes in a swarm is less than this parameter, the swarm will be slept. Pseudo code of the proposed algorithm mNAFSA is shown in Figure 4 .
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
In this section, the effect of different values of the parameters of the proposed algorithm is studied on the algorithm efficiency. The main objective in this section is to determine appropriate parameter values by performing various experiments. The experiments in this section are executed in Scenario 2 of MPB, which is considered as one of the best-known benchmarks. MPB parameters setting for this scenario, also called standard setting for this benchmark [11, 12] , is illustrated in Table 1 .
In order to measure the efficiency of the algorithms, Offline Error that is the moving average of the difference between fitness of the best solution found by the algorithm and fitness of the global optimum, is used. (15) where FEs is the maximum fitness evaluations, and gbest(t) and globalOptimum(t) are the best position found by the algorithm and the global optimum at the tth fitness evaluation, respectively. In other word, the amount of Offline Error equals to the average of all Current Errors which is defined in time t as deviance between the best found position by the algorithm in time t in the current environment and the position of the global optimum in the current environments.
In some papers, another type of Offline Error is used [17] , [30] and [44] which is shown in Eq. (16) .
Where, K is the number of environments, f k is the best found solution by the algorithm in the k th environment and h k is equal to the optimum value in the k th environment. Regarding Eq. (16), the second type of offline error is equal to the average of fitness of the best found position by the algorithm at the end of all environments. In fact, contrary to the first type of offline error, only the final result in each environment are considered and there is no consideration about the obtained result during the execution of each environment. Since most of environment changes in real world dynamic optimization problems are occurred in form of continues in time and the environments are continuously changing, so the first type of Offline Error (Eq. (15)) would be more suitable for evaluating the performance of the algorithms in this domain. Thus, the first type of offline error has been used in this paper and the proposed algorithm has been designed based on this type of offline error. It could be concluded from the course of experiments that by changing the involved parameters, the designed algorithm could be adapted for improving the second type of offline error.
It is worth noting that since the best obtained results in each environment are used for calculating the second type of offline error, the value of the second type of offline error is always better than that of the first type and it does not shows any superiority.
PARAMETER SETTINGS
In this subsection, first the effect of various values of parameters on the efficiency of NAFSA algorithm is studied in MPB problem with one peak. Then the effect of various values of mNAFSA parameters will be studied. Finally, it will be applied on different configurations of dynamic environments and its efficiency will be compared with some well-known algorithms.
The main metric for evaluating the performance of algorithms in this domain is Offline Error which is indicates the average of the best found position's fitness using algorithms during the running optimization process. In other word, the value of Offline Error is the average of Current Errors. Current Error at time t is the deviance of the best found position using algorithm at time t in the current environment and the position of global optimum in the current environment. The value of Offline Error is equal or greater than zero, where zero indicates the ideal situation.
5.1.1
Studying the efficiency of NAFSA with different configurations
Tests were performed in order to study the effects of different values of NAFSA parameters on its efficiency on MPB with one peak, 2500 fitness evaluations, without changing the environment and in a 5-dimensional space. All tests were repeated 50 times and the average results along with the standard error after 2500 evaluations were presented in related tables.
a) Effect of various values of algorithm population size and try_number value:
Population size and try_number value are two parameters which have correlations and are studied with each other. These two parameters determine the degree of performed fitness evaluation at each iteration and searching strategy. Try_number value specifies the amount of local search around each AF and population size shows the number of positions around which search should be performed. Experiments show the effect of various values of population size and try_number. Here, by default, Visual value was taken 20 and L low was taken 0.8. Table 2 demonstrates obtained results for different configurations of NAFSA. According to Table 2 , the best result was obtained by configuration (2, 4) for population size and try_number. When try_number is 2, local search around every AF is considerably low to obtain acceptable results for any number of AFs. By increasing try_number to 4, the performance of the algorithm is enhanced. Actually, the best results were obtained with different population sizes and try_number equal to 4. Values greater than 4 for try_number result degrade the performance, since the number of performed fitness evaluations increase at each iteration and the algorithm is performed for fewer numbers of times. In this case, the cost of the number of performed evaluations of algorithm is more than its advancement at each iteration. This problem also exists for larger population sizes. According to results in Table 2 , algorithm efficiency was decreased by increasing population size. Therefore, population size and try_number are taken 2 and 4, respectively.
b) Effect of various Visual values along with L min
In following, various values of Visual along with L min are studied. These two parameters, in a similar manner of population size and try_number, have dependency to each other. In fact, Visual and L min together can determine the primary ability of global search and its conversion rate into local search. As discussed in 4.1.4, first, a large value is considered for Visual. Then, it is decreased by Eq. (14), and L min specifies its reduction rate. Table 3 shows the effect of various primary values of Visual and L min on NAFSA performance with population size 2 and try_number 3. As results demonstrated in Table 3 , the performance of NAFSA with Visual=25 and L min =0.75 outperforms that of with other values for these two parameters. When Visual is considered smaller than 10, effectiveness decreases considerably. In this case, Visual is too small to do an acceptable global search. So it reaches too late to its objective and the convergence rate is too low. The reason for this convergence rate reduction is that the search space around every AF is small in Eq. (9) and
Step length is very small in Eq. (11) and (13), as well. If L min is also considered small, algorithm efficiency becomes unacceptable for it that causes their Step length becomes extremely small and nearly to stop before reaching the objective. By increasing Visual and taking L min about 0.8, the algorithm reaches fine results. In fact, local search is balanced well with global search and the algorithm can perform a good global search and proper local search.
5.1.2
Studying the efficiency of mNAFSA with different parameter value
In this subsection, like as 4.2, NAFSA is used as multi swarm (mNAFSA) for optimizing dynamic environments. Parameters are divided into two parts in mNAFSA, i.e. parameters of NAFSA swarms and parameters related to multi swarm mechanisms described in 4.2. In the previous subsection, the effect of different parameters of NAFSA was surveyed on its efficacy and proper values for all of its parameters were obtained. In this part, the effect of various values of related parameters to mNAFSA are discussed which were explained in subsection 2.2.
a) The effect of various values of Visual after finding out the environment change As explained in subsection 4.2, because one of the local optima may become the global optimum after each environment change, each existing peak in the problem space must be covered by a swarm. After the environment change, Visual value of swarms is reinitialized so that artificial fish are able to find new positions of their covered peaks. As discussed, the best AF position is maintained and other AFs in the swarm are distributed randomly in a cloud with a radius length of Severity around the best AF. Since the distance of the new peak position from its previous position before the environment change has changed at most as much as Severity in each dimension, therefore it could be concluded that Visual value has to be specified according to Severity (Visual = P × Severity). Here, the effect of different values for Visual after the environment change is studied for AFs. Experiments were done on MPB with one peak and the environment change frequency 2500 and Severity values 1, 2 and 5. They were repeated 50 times and every time they were continued until 100 environment changes. Experimental results in this regards are tabulated in Table 4 . As it can be seen, when Visual value is considered equal to 0.4 times Severity (P = 0.4) after each environment change, the algorithm efficiency will increase. In fact, in this situation AFs move faster toward the new position of the peak. When Visual value is considered small, it is possible that before AFs can approach the goal, Visual value becomes so small by Eq. (14) that they can no longer move toward the goal and as a result the algorithm efficiency will decrease. Also, when Visual value is considered high, Visual search space gets larger than the space required by an AF to reach better positions in its search, and as a result, it decreases the possibility of finding better positions in prey behavior. Consequently, AFs progress will be slow while Visual value is getting more proper, which leads to a decrease in the algorithm efficiency.
b) Effect of different values of r conv and k for determining the convergence of a swarm
At the beginning of algorithm execution in mNAFSA, there is only one swarm. Later when the swarm converges to a peak, a new swarm is initialized in the problem space. When the new swarm also converges to an uncovered peak, another new swarm is initialized in the problem space and in this way, every peak in the problem space is covered by one swarm. Every newly initialized swarm is either converged to an uncovered peak where it resides, or converged to a previously covered peak and thus is removed by exclusion. In both cases, another new swarm is created in the problem space. This process continues until all peaks are finally covered. Even with all peaks covered, there is always one swarm in the problem space looking for an uncovered peak, and since all peaks are already covered, this swarm is removed after converging to a new peak, and then another swarm is initialized, which has the same ending. Therefore, after all peaks are covered, there will still be one extra swarm in the problem space. The question, however, is when a swarm is converged. In order to determine convergence in mNAFSA, the Euclidean distance of the best AF position in its m th iteration and in its (m+k) th iteration is measured. If this Euclidean position is less than r conv , it means that the swarm has converged. The experiments in this section have been performed on MPB with 10 peaks, Severity equal to 1, and a change frequency of 2500. The experiments in this section have also been repeated 50 times and each time with 100 environment changes. The values of NAFSA parameters have been according to the experiments in previous sections. Since the changes in MPB are global, a test point has been used in order to discover changes in the environment. Table 5 shows the effect of different values for k and r conv . According to the results in Table 5 , when the Euclidean distance of the best AF are calculated in iterations m and m+3 to determine a swarm convergence, the best results are obtained. Also, when r conv is considered 0.5, the algorithm efficiency is improved. When the best positions of an AF are compared in two consecutive iterations to determine the swarm convergence, it cannot be determined correctly and it is possible that a swarm which has not converged yet to be wrongly considered convergent. This is due to this fact that the AF could not find a better position in one repetition before the swarm convergence. The algorithm efficiency is enhanced by increasing k up to 3, but values larger than 3 decrease efficiency because more repetitions will be needed to specify whether a swarm has converged and creating new swarms to find other uncovered peaks is postponed which causes degradation of efficiency.
c) Effect of different values of r sleep
In Table 6 , the results obtained with different values of r sleep are shown. The results are obtained on MBP with 10 peaks, change frequency of 2500 and Shift Severity of 1. As we can see, introducing the sleeping-awakening mechanism with a proper value of r sleep can improve the algorithm efficiency. When r sleep is considered greater than or equal to 0.5, the algorithm efficiency declines. The reason for such degradation is that in this case, the swarms which are placed at local optimums in the current environment will be asleep too early, before they can find the opportunity to sufficiently approach the peak. Therefore, some swarms may get farther from their covered peaks. In this case, if one of these peaks becomes the global optimum after the environment change, it needs more time for reducing error, since the distance of the covering swarm is high. Thus, the efficiency is degraded. On the other hand, considerable reduction in the value of r sleep deteriorates the efficiency of sleepingawakening mechanism as well, because it will take a long time for those swarms, which are awake in non-optimum peaks, to be asleep. Therefore, the number of fitness evaluations performed by the best swarm will decrease, and consequently the algorithm efficiency will also decrease. Among the values of r sleep , the algorithm efficiency is improved, when r sleep =0.4. Henceforth, the value of r sleep will be considered 0.4.
COMPARISON WITH PEER ALGORITHMS
Comparison of NAFSA With Peer Algorithms
In this subsection, NAFSA performance is compared with Standard AFSA, PSO [13, 14] with global star and linear decreasing inertia weight (GPSO) [15] , PSO with random inertia weight (RIWPSO) [16] and PSO with constriction factor (CF_PSO) [16] . The goal of these comparisons is to show that why standard AFSA cannot be used to construct an optimization algorithm in dynamic environments and why using NAFSA is appropriate for optimization in these environments. Population size and try_number in AFSA were considered the same as NAFSA. Crowd factor was taken 0.5, Visual and
Step were taken 10 and 5, respectively [17] . For PSO algorithms, population size was 5 [10] and other parameters were considered equal to their references. Obtained results are tabulated in Table 7 . Figure 5 illustrates the convergence behavior related to the five algorithms for optimizing MPB with one peak and up to 2500 fitness evaluations. As it is observed, NAFSA involves high convergence rate which makes it suitable to be applied in dynamic environments, since proposed algorithms in these environments, because of the environment change, have to be of high convergence rate. Among PSO algorithms, CF-PSO has a higher convergence rate and has reached better results which leads to utilizing this version for dynamic environments.
Standard AFSA has received the worst result. Considering weaknesses of AFSA stated in 2.2, it cannot reach acceptable results and has a low convergence rate too. Consequently, using this algorithm to design optimization algorithms for dynamic environments is not proper at all. In this paper, after solving AFSA drawbacks and improving it, NAFSA has been presented which, with respect to its high convergence rate and good obtained results, has been applied as mNAFSA for optimization in dynamic environments.
Comparison of mNAFSA with Peer Algorithms
In this subsection, the efficacy of the proposed algorithm is compared with peer algorithms for optimizing different configurations of MPB. Table 8 represents parameters values of mNAFSA. The experiments using configuration presented in Table 1 on MPB is done and the performance of the proposed algorithm is compared with four other algorithms with change frequencies of 2500 and 10000 in Table 9 . In Table 10 , the result of change frequencies of 5000 is presented. The experiments are repeated 50 times and each repeat is done until 100 environment changes. Other results of Table 9 and Table 10 are extracted from the related works. With respect to Tables 9 and 10 , the performance of mNAFSA is better than the other algorithms indifferent conditions of MPB with various numbers of peaks and change frequencies. By increasing the environment change frequency, algorithms efficiencies are enhanced, thanks to this fact that there is a more time to find better positions before the environment change. Among different frequencies of the environment change in MPB, the one with the value 5000 is more considerable and more well-known amongst others. As it is observed in Table 10 , the proposed algorithm has a better efficiency than other algorithms. In the proposed algorithm, since the number of swarms is based on the number of found peaks, the algorithm efficiency is significantly high both when the number of peaks is low and when the number of peaks is high. Table 11 illustrates the performance of the proposed algorithm on MPB using 10 peaks, change frequency of 5000 and the Severities of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. As can be seen, by increasing the Severity value, the performance of the algorithm is degraded, due to this fact that the distance of the new positions of the peaks are far away compared to that of previous ones after environment change. Thus, the value of the current value is grater after environment changes. On the other hand, because of increasing the distance of the peaks, the algorithms must perform additional fitness evaluation processes. Figure 6 shows the Offline Error and Current Error curves of the proposed algorithm in MPB with 5000 change frequencies, 10 picks and the Severities of 1 and 5 up to 100 environment changes. These curves are obtained using 50 iterations. As can be seen, the value of Current Error is higher using Severity of 5, compared to Severity of 1, after each environment change. Table 12 shows the results of the proposed method with different dimensions involving 10 peaks, change frequency of 5000 and Shift Severity of 1, in addition to those of mQSO, AmQSO, RPSO and mPSO. As can be seen, by increasing dimension of the problem space, the performance of the proposed method is less degraded, compared to other algorithms. Offline Error and standard error curves of the proposed algorithm in two dimensional and twenty dimensional spaces are shown in Figure 7 .
Statistical Analysis
To compare the efficiency of the algorithms, only the average results of the algorithms are not sufficient. So that, in order to perform a more precise analysis of the proposed method and prove its efficiency, the obtained results of the proposed algorithm have been compared with those of other comparative methods by performing a statistical analysis. The analysis which has been done in this paper is one sample t-test approach [47] . H 0 and H 1 hypothesis have been defined as follow for performing the test: 
*i∈all algorithms, j∈all scenarios
In which a j is the average result of the best algorithm performed on j scenario and µ j is that of the proposed method performed on j scenario. Since, the number of samples (the number of performing algorithm) is more than 30 (n=50>30), test of normal distribution of the samples is not needed, based on the central limit theory. So that t-test could be utilized for evaluating the results. T-test approach in form of two-tailed test is performed with 49 degrees of freedom, where alpha is 0.01. The obtained results by t-test approach show that in 30 cases out of 36 cases presented in Tables 9-12 , H 0 is rejected with 99% confidence level (1% significant level). This means that the average results obtained from the proposed algorithm is better than those obtained from the best comparative algorithm in these 30 cases with 99% confidence level. In two cases presented in Table 9 (f=10000,m=1) and Table 10 (f=5000,m=200), the obtained results of the proposed method is not the best one. In four other cases, the test fail to reject H 0 with α=0.01 significant level. Three out of these four cases are presented in Table 9 (f=2500,m=100), (f=10000,m=200) and (f=2500,m=200) and one of them is presented in Table 10 (f=5000,m=200). As can be seen, most of these cases are the cases in which the number of peaks are considerable (m=100 and 200). In fact, the efficiency of the proposed algorithm has been deteriorated, because of time consuming process for finding peaks and existing considerable number of swarms in the problem space. In this situation, there are a few algorithms particularly the proposed algorithms which their efficiency is not noticeably degraded.
In this paper, for the first time, a method was proposed for optimization in dynamic environments based on artificial fish swarm algorithm. Designed algorithm for optimization in static environment could be utilized as the base algorithm in order to propose dynamic optimization algorithms. Regarding environment changes in dynamic environment, convergence speed is one of the most prominent characteristics of the base algorithms. Artificial fish swarm is a population based algorithm in which each individual could execute Prey behavior for performing a significant local search. Combination of individual Prey behavior and group behaviors leads to an appropriate convergence speed in this algorithm. In this paper, a novel model of AFSA, so called NAFSA, has been presented that involves an appropriate local search ability and considerable convergence speed. This algorithm was employed as the base algorithm for optimization in dynamic environments. Subsequently after designing NAFSA, it was extended to conquer particular challenges of dynamic environment. This algorithm, so called mNAFSA, was a multi-swarm algorithm based on NAFSA in which several mechanisms were involved to conquer the challenges. Modified multi-swarm mechanism was used for finding and covering potential optimum peaks and new diversity increase mechanism was applied after detecting an environment change.
Results of the proposed algorithm were evaluated on moving peak benchmark and were compared with those of several state-of-the-art methods in this domain. Experimental results showed the high efficiency of the proposed algorithm, in terms of locating and tracking optimums, convergence speed and a local search ability. The proposed algorithm was designed for optimizing those dynamic environments that have similar behaviors and environment properties to moving peak benchmark. Different dynamic environments may represent different dynamic behaviors. Therefore, algorithms that are designed to optimize them have to meet their various requirements and conquer challenges. As a result, applied mechanisms in these algorithms are designed with respect to the dynamic type of these environments. Therefore, proposed algorithms for specific types of dynamic environments cannot be applicable for other types of dynamic environments because, firstly, applied mechanisms in some types of algorithms may not resolve challenges of other types. Secondly, some of these mechanisms result in algorithm efficiency reduction in other dynamic environments. Consequently, the proposed algorithm cannot be used for optimizing other types of dynamic environments with completely different behaviors. Although a number of swarm and evolutionary approaches have been developed for solving dynamic optimization problems, new efficient approaches [46] are still greatly needed to address different types of dynamic optimization problems. Hence, it is also worthy to further develop and investigate new methods for dynamic optimization in the future. The problems which could be pursued as future work of this research are as follow: The modification of the algorithm based on other types of dynamic environment could be the first line of future work. Second, the proposed algorithm could be applied to real-world dynamic problems and its efficiency can be evaluated. Using learning, adjusting and self-adjusting parameters in the structure of algorithm can be useful in order to decrease the number of parameters and the efficiency of the algorithm which could be pursued as the next line. Finally, changing the involved parameters of the algorithm will be considered for improving the second type of offline error. Table 4 : Performance of the system using different values of Visual(V) and Severity(S) Table 5 : Effect of different values of r conv and k on the performance of the proposed system Table 6 : Effect of different values of rsleep Table 7 : Comparing the results of the proposed system and related methods Table 8 : Configuration of mNAFSA parameters values Table 9 : comparison of Offline Error (standard error) of 5 algorithms on MPB problem with different number of peaks and change frequencies of 2500 and 10000. Table 10 : comparison of Offline Error (standard error) of 17 algorithms on MPB problem with different number of peaks and change frequency 5000. Table 11 : Comparing the performance of the proposed method and related works on MPB using 10 peaks, change frequency of 5000 and the Severities of 1,2 and 5 Table 12 Currentt-Err(D=2) Offline-Err(D=2) Current-Err(D=20) Offline-Err(D=20)
